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A Trial Listing of
Connecticut Raised, Altered,

Counterfeit
& Otherwise Fraudulent

Obsolete Currency
By J. Roy Pennell Jr.

Aetna Bank, Hartford
1. $10 raised from $1. Female, sheaf, &c., ship in distance. CTBNL Dec. 1862.

Ansonia Bank
1. $2. Man and woman at a well. CTBNL Jan. 1865.

Bank of Commerce, New London
1. $1 altered. Child feeding calves at right; female and ONE at left; ONE and railroad scene. CTBNL Jan.

1861.
2. $5 altered. Train of cars running to the left; at right 5, female, FIVE; at left 5, male portrait. CTBNL Jan.

1861
3. $2. Female, shield &c at right upper center; oval male portrait on left, unlike genuine. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
4. $5 altered. Three men on rock; at right 5 and portrait of Jackson; at left 5 and plowing scene. CTBNL Apr.

1861.
5. $5. Train of cars running to the right; on right end 5 and female portrait; 5 at lower left corner. CTBNL

Dec. 1861.
6. $10. Eagle and shield; Indian at right; female and eagle at left. Unlike genuine. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
7. $5. Female with shield, steamboat & c.; sailor at left. Poorly done. CTBNL June 1855.
8. $5. Spread eagle on a rock, ship in distance; ship at lower right; female on left, steamboat at bottom.

CTBNL July 1856.
9. $1. Female and shield, with 1, medallion head at upper right; female lower right. CTBNL Feb. 1858.

Bank of Hartford
1. $10 altered from $1. Bricklayers. CTBNL July 1856.
2. $10 altered from $2. Machinist; rail cars at bottom. CTBNL Jan. 1857.

Bank of Litchfield County
1. $10 altered from $2. Men loading hay. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $10 altered from $1. Signed by A. McAllister, cashier. He signed none higher than $3s. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
3. $5 altered. Wild horses; female at right lower corner. Unlike genuine. CTBNL Sept. 1858.
4. $2. Farm scene; three men cradling, two men loading grain; on right 2, two cupids; on left 2, man plowing

with two horses. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
5. $1. Harvest scene, die on right; 1 left, 1 right; female, farm house, cattle. Similar to genuine. Thompson

1863.
Bank of New England, East Haddam

1. $2 altered. Horses and wagon; 2 on right end, Washington; 2 on left lend, female bust. Unlike genuine.
CTBNL Apr. 1861.

2, $20 raised from $2. Steamboat, "City of Hartford," city and buildings in background. The genuine bill has
20 at upper right with portrait of Webster below. The vignette is above the name of the Bank. CTBNL
Feb. 1865.

3, $10 raised from $1. Steamboat landing, houses and hotel; oval female portrait on right; oval male portrait on
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left. The genuine $10s have a male portrait at right of vignette. CTBNL Feb. 1865.
Bank of North America, Seymour

1. $5. Large 5 with two female figures; Washington at right; head at left; unlike genuine. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $5 altered from $1. Angel blowing trumpet. CTBNL June 1855.
3. $20 altered from a broken bank note. Seated female; medallion and female with spear on each side. CTBNL

July 1856.
Bank of Norwalk

1. 55 altered. Hunter, squaw, cupids, five gold dollars.
2. $2. Train of cars running to the left; at right 2 and seated female with ornamental 2, TWO; at left 2, portrait

of Franklin, TWO. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
Bridgeport City Bank

1. $5 altered from $1. Bust of Washington, female at right. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $10 altered from $1. City in distance, a ship, boats and fisherman; farmer with scythe at left. CTBNL Mar.

1854.
3. $10. Reapers lying under stack of grain; female at right; medallion head at left. CTBNL June 1855.
4. $3 altered from $1. View of Bridgeport; farmer sharpening scythe on left. CTBNL July 1856.
5. $5. Girl seated with pail; Indian squaw at right; Washington at left. CTBNL July 1856.
6. $3 photograph. Marine view; Calhoun at right; female head at left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
7. $2 photograph. As preceding.
8. $3. Three females; blacksmith at left. CTBNL Dec. 1862.
9. $3. Female, goods, ships; right Webster and 3; left Indian and 3. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

Central Bank, Middleton
1. $5 altered from $1. House, head of female at right. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $5. Ship under sail, female at right; portrait of Harrison at left. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
3. $5. Female, shield, factories, & c; female seated at right; sailor at left. CTBNL Feb. 1859.
4. $5. Battle of New Orleans; cattle at right; goddess of Liberty at left. CTBNL May 1865.

Charter Oak Bank
1. $5. Two females, eagle, sunrise &c; ship with sails spread at right; mercury flying at left. Genuine notes

have a large engraving on the Charter Oak tree. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
2. $5. At right end, female unlike genuine. CTBNL Jan. 1861.

Citizens Bank, Waterbury
1. $5 altered from broken Citizens Bank, Washington, DC. Spread eagle. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $10. Goddess of Liberty; Indian at right; steamship between the signatures. Well done.
3. $3. Mechanic seated on boiler; boy with basket of corn at right. CTBNL July 1856.

City Bank, New Haven
1. $5. Center, park; 5, eagle, FIVE at right; 5, state arms, FIVE, eagle at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson

1863.
2. $10. Center, park. 10, X at right; 10, X at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

City Bank of Hartford
1. $5 altered from $1 by the passing operation. State House; 5 at upper right; V upper and lower left; ONE

erased. Well Done. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $3. Cattle, train of cars & c; Franklin at lower corner; female feeding eagle at right. Unlike genuine.

CTBNL Mar. 1854.
3. $2. Rail cars; TWO and female with liberty cap at right; TWO, Liberty and TWO at left. Unlike genuine.

CTBNL Feb. 1859.
4. $5. Boy lying under haystack; female and anchor at right, 5 above and below; wagon and house at left, 5

above and below. Danforth, Bald & Co., New York & Philadelphia. 1857.
5. $1. Photograph. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
6. $1. Public building; 1, ONE, female and eagle at right; ONE, bridge, cars, vessels, ONE at left. Similar to

genuine. Thompson 1863.
7. $10. Liberty; 10, squaw and child at right; 10, loading wagon with straw at left. Similar to genuine.

Thompson 1863.
Connecticut Bank, Bridgeport

1. $3. Train of cars, female with wreath, scrolls &c. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
Connecticut River Banking Co.

1. $3. Warrior on horseback; Washington at right; Franklin at left. CTBNL June 1855.
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Clinton Bank, Clinton
1. $5 altered. Man seated on anvil; woman holding sword at right; bust of Washington at left. CTBNL Apr.

1860.
2. $1. Train of cars at station; girl shading her eyes with her hand at lower right corner. CTBNL Apr. 1860.
3. $5 altered. Man, girl, horses &c; 5, V, 5 at right and left. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
4. $2. Steamship and vessel; 2 and Indian girl at right; TWO and girl feeding chickens at left. CTBNL Apr.

1861.
5. $2 altered. TWO in lathe-work; 2, female erect at right; 2 negro with cotton at left. CTBNL Apr. 1861.
6. $5. Train of cars running to the left; 5, female, FIVE at right; 5, male portrait at left. CTBNL Jan. 1865.

Danbury Bank
1. $1. Indian watching deer; men in oval at left. CTBNL Apr. 1862.

Deep River Bank
1. $10. Head of wild boar, X on either side; man, Indian, eagle &c at right; deer between signatures. Unlike

genuine. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $3 altered from broken bank note. Man plowing; girl, boy and dog at right; deer between signatures.

CTBNL July 1854.
3. $5 altered from broken bank note. Two females; shield and eagle at right; large circular die at left; deer

between signatures. CTBNL June 1855.
4. $20 altered from a Michigan affair; antelope between two 20s; two females at right. CTBNL June 1855.
5. $2 altered from $1. Venus rising from sea; female at right; 2 at left. CTBNL June 1855.

East Haddam Bank
1. $5 altered from broken bank note. Ship under sail; Washington at right; rail cars at left. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $1. Indian hunting deer, men gathering cotton at left; 1, female portrait at right end; ONE at left end.

CTBNL Dec. 1861.
3. $1. Girl seated, calf and sheep; 1 and female portrait at right; 1, telegraph wire and aqueduct at left.

CTBNL De. 1861.
4. $1. Group of cattle, some resting at right; waterfall, half-clad figure holding branch at left. CTBNL Apr.

1862.

Imitation. Fairfield County Bank, Norwalk, #3 (see listing following)

Exchange Bank, Hartford
1. $1. Female and eagle, female in both lower corners. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $5. As above. CTBNL July 1856.
3. $10 altered from genuine $1. Female and two children; two farmers with rake and pitchfork at right.

CTBNL June 1855.
4. $10 altered. Two females seated on rock; female at right; medallion head and two Xs at left. CTBNL Jan.

1857.
5. $5. View of wheat field; portrait of girl and 5 at right; head of dog and 5 at left. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
6. $5. Cattle and railroad cars. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
7. $10. Indian, horses, buffaloes & c; 10 in each corner. CTBNL Sept. 1858.
8. $2. Agricultural scene; infant Mercury at lower right; man plowing lower left. CTBNL Sept. 1861.
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9. $2. Female seated resting arm on shield with cotton tree on it, portrait of Jackson at left; Georgia State arms
right; 2, two Indian chiefs looking at city in distance at left. CTBNL Sept. 1861.

10. $1. Indian hunting deer, men picking cotton on left; 1, female portrait at right; ONE across left end.
CTBNL Sept. 1861.

Fairfield County Bank, Norwalk
1. $5. Two females, anchor, liberty cap, horn of plenty and two vessels in background; 5, FIVE, Washington at

right; FIVE at left. Well done and likely to deceive. CTBNL July 1856.
2. $5. Country scene; female, anchor &c at right; wagon, house &c at left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
3. $10 imitation. Female with horn of plenty and 10 at either side; goddess of Liberty at left. Well executed.

CTBNL Feb. 1865. (See photo page 380)
4. $10 imitation. Similar to above.. CTBNL Feb. 1865.
5. $3. Sip, sea, lighthouse &c; 3 at right; THREE, female, THREE at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson

1863.
6. $3. Large 3 with THREE DOLLARS overprint; 3, female in clouds at right; THREE, male portrait at left.

Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.
Farmers Bank, Bridgeport

1. $1. Hunting scene; Indian at right; female at left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $10 altered from $2. Female and bale of cotton; portrait right; female and sheaf of wheat at left. CTBNL

Mar. 1854.
3. $5. Reaper lying under tree, with scythe, rake &c. 5 at each end; right and lower corner medallion head;

half-length female figure at left. The engraving is well executed with the exception of the word BRIDGE-
PORT, which is blurred. It is engraved in small letters, forming a half circle. CTBNL June 1855.

4. $10 altered from $1. Horses drinking, girl and glowers at right. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
5. $5. Man seated, wagon wheel; man's head at right. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
6. $2. Cattle standing left-center; male portrait right center; 2 and 2 left end; 2 TWO 2 at right end. Dec. 1,

1856 printed. (Example below: face stamped COUNTERFEIT; back COUNTERFEIT / SUFFOLK BANK)

Counterfeit. Farmers Bank, Bridgeport, #6
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Farmers & Mechanics Bank, Hartford
1. $20 altered from $2. State arms; eagle at right; female at left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $50 altered from smaller denomination. Indian and female; lady's head at right; female at left. CTBNL July

1854.
3. $3. Two females, 3 between them; female and eagle at right. CTBNL July 1856.

Hartford Bank of Connecticut
1. $1 altered. Woman, sheaf of wheat and sickle; 1 right upper corner; Washington lower corner; large bull in

circle over word BANK. CTBNL Feb. 1859.
2. $1. ONE, head, signing Declaration of Independence, ONE, head; 1, medallion head, 1 at right; 1, medal-

lion head 1 at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.
3. $2. Anchor &c; male and female at right; male, female and cattle at left. CTBNL Feb. 1858.
4. $2. TWO, head, river, steamboat, ship, TWO, head, city; 2, medallion head, 2 at right; 2, medallion head, 2

at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.
5. $3 altered. Female, eagle, shield &c; female at right; bust of Washington at left. CTBNL Feb. 1859.
6. $3. Imitation of genuine; poorly done. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
7. $3. Anchor, anvil, sheaf and barrels; 3, man, two females seated, dog, oxen at right; THREE, sailor, mechan-

ic, two females seated harbor and city at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863. (Example below)

Imitation of genuine. Hartford Bank of Connecticut, #7

8. $5 altered from smaller denomination. Two females and portrait of Washington; Jenny Lind at right; head
of female at left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.

9. $5. Perry's Victory; Indian at right; female at left; ship between signatures. Very well done. CTBNL June
1855.

10. $5 spurious. Two females floating through clouds; shield, eagle &c; two figures on each end of note.
Engraved by W.L.Ormsby. CTBNL Dec. 1857.

11. $5. Two females and eagle in center; large 5 each side. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
12. $5. V.D. ($5), shield with three monogram letters; five silver dollars at left; V upper left and 5 upper right.

July 2, 1806. 	 Hartford Bank of Connecticut, #12 (below)
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13. $10 raised from $1. Steamships and sailing vessels. CTBNL May 1865.
Hatters Bank, Bethel

1. $5 altered. Female making hats. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
2. $10. As above.
3. $10. Two men, horses, plow and fence; 10 female at right; 10 locomotive at left. CTBNL Jan. 1865.

Hurlbut Bank
1. $5 altered from genuine $1. Genuine $5s have cattle swimming river at left; $1s have drove of horses at

upper left corner. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $20 altered from smaller note; Child's head; Lewis Cass at right; female blowing horn at left. CTBNL Jan.

1857.
Iron Bank, Falls Village

1. $5. Locomotive, cars, bridge &c. Unlike genuine. CTBNL May 1865.
2. $5. Female feeding, eagle. Unlike genuine. CTBNL June 1855.

Jewett City Bank
1. $20 altered from $1. Drove of sheep, shepherd's dog, man, horse. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $20 altered from a broken affair. Bee hive, sheaf of wheat, farming utensils &c rail cars in distance; eagle at

right; female and eagle at lower left. CTBNL July 1856.
Manufacturers Bank, Birmingham

1. $2. Figure with Cupid on each side; train of cars at right between words TWO; two females, eagle & shield
with figure 2 underneath at left. CTBNL Aug. 1856.

2. $1. Two females, two cupids, figure 1 between them; Mercury with horn of plenty at right. CTBNL Aug.
1856.

3. $20 altered from $1. View of town; ship at right; portrait of Washington at left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
4. $3 altered from some broken affair. Man and woman in a sea car drawn by horses; female and sheaves of

grain at right; scrolls and figure 3 at left. CTBNL July 1856.
Manufacturers' Bank, Hartford

1. $3. Train of cars running to the left; 3, female, shield &c THREE at right; 3, man with scythe at left.
CTBNL Aug. 1860.

Mechanics Bank, New Haven
1. $20. Female, bale, spinning wheel &c; Washington at right; sheaves of grain at left. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $2. Female, sheaf of wheat, railroad in distance. CTBNL July 1856.
3. $3 photograph. Woman seated, shipping &c; female and shield at lower right corner. CTBNL Feb. 1859.
4. $10 imitation. Sailor, bag, bales &c; female and shield at lower right corner. CTBNL May 1865.
5. $5. Female, eagle, globe, flag; 5, ship, 5 at right; 5, arm and hammer, V at left. Similar to genuine.

Thompson 1863.
6. $5. Five presidents, flag, eagle; 5, ship, 5 at right; 5 arm and hammer, V at left. Similar to genuine.

Thompson 1863. 	 Mechanics Bank, New Haven #6 (below)

7. $20. Three females, precipice; 20, female at right; 20 at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.
Mercantile Bank, Hartford

1. $3. Reaper lying under stack of grain; sailor on mast at right. Unlike genuine. CTBNL July 1856.
2. $5. Train of cars; female and scrolls at right; portrait of Harrison at left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
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3. $5. Locomotive and train of cars; female figure resting left arm on shield with word FIVE resting on it per-
pendicularly at right; figure 5 is between female figure and cars; portrait of Harrison at left lower corner;
FIVE at left upper comer. Jan. 18, 1856. CTBNL Jan. 1857.

4. $10 altered from $1. Female, safe and water scene. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
5. $3 altered. Train of cars; 3, female, shield &c at right; THREE at left, 3, man with scythe. CTBNL Jan.

1861.
Merchants Bank, New Haven

1. $1. Bull and horse; Indian at right; female at left. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $3. Two females; ship at right; milk maid at left. CTBNL June 1865.
3. $10. Sailor, flag, bales &c; female and shield at lower right; Indian and dog at lower left. CTBNL July 1856.
4. $5. Sheaf of wheat &c; Indian at right. CTBNL July 1856.
5. $10. Country scene, man plowing with oxen; Indian at lower right; Harrison at left; head of female at upper

left. Unlike genuine. CTBNL July 1856.
6. $2. Female, sheaf of wheat &c; Indian at right. CTBNL July 1856.
7. $1. Indian hunting deer; 1, female portrait at right; men picking cotton at left, ONE across left end.

CTBNL Dec. 1861.
8. $1. Train of cars running left; 2, female sitting in 2 at right; 2, Franklin, TWO at left. CTBNL Apr. 1862.
9. $1. Sheep and horses drinking at well. CTBNL Dec. 1862.
10. $2. Train of cars running left; 2, female sitting in 2, TWO at right; 2, Franklin, TWO at left. CTBNL

Apr. 1862.
Merchants Bank, Norwich

1. $10. Very well engraved. No engraver's name on note. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $1. Country view, bull and horse; Indian at right; female at left. CTBNL July 1856.
3. $5. Eagle and shield; female with bow at right; FIVE across left end. CTBNL July 1856.
4. $2. Female, sheaf of grain &c; Indian with upraised hand at right. CTBNL July 1856.
5. $10. Nude man sitting on rocks, ship in distance; two lOs and portrait at right; 10 St. George and dragon at

left. Unlike genuine. CTBNL July 1856.
6. $10. Railroad cars &c; ship at right; Harrison at left. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
7. $5. Locomotive, cars &c; ship at right; portrait at left. Unlike genuine. CTBNL Feb. 1858.
8. $1. Indian hunting deer; 1, female portrait at right; man picking cotton at left, ONE across left end.

CTBNL Dec. 1861.
9. $1. Eagle, shield &c; 1 and female at right; ONE, female, ONE at left. CTBNL Dec. 1861.

Middletown Bank #1 (following)

10. $2. Females and river scene; female and 2 at right; ship at left. CTBNL Dec. 1861.
11. $2. Forest scene, men chopping wood. CTBNL Apr. 1862.
12. $2 altered from $1. CTBNL Apr. 1862.
13. $5. Train cars running left; 5, sailor seated with spyglass at right; 5, male portrait, FIVE at left. Similar to

genuine. Thompson 1863.
Merchants Exchange Bank, Bridgeport

1. $3 altered. Female, sheaves of grain &c; Mercury flying at left. CTBNL Dec. 1857.
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Meriden Bank
1. $3. Two females, shield, anchor, eagle &c. with head each side; female at each end. Unlike genuine.

CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $20. Male and female with rake and pitchfork; TWENTY at right; medallion head at left. CTBNL Mar.

1854.
3. $50 altered from $1. Female with sheaf of grain, village in background; goddess of Liberty at left; eagle

between signatures. CTBNL July 1856.
Middlesex County Bank

1. $20 altered from smaller denomination. Three men, rocks &c; female portrait at right; head of Lafayette at
left. CTBNL Mar. 1854.

Middletown Bank, Middletown
1. $1. ONE, 1 each side; ONE DOLLAR at right; ONE, 1 each side at left. July 16, 1818. (See page 385)
2. $3. Three females, cars, 3; THREE across right; THREE across left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.
3. $3. THREE, 3 each side; THREE DOLLARS right; 3, THREE, 3 at left. July 9, 1819. (Below)

Middletown Bank #3

Mystic Bank
1. $3. At upper right corner is figure of white man and Indian, with sextant and globe, with spread eagle on it;

female seated at bottom left; female sitting between signatures. Deceptive note. CTBNL Mar. 1854.
2. $3 altered from some broken bank. Flying Cupid; three females at right. Unlike genuine. CTBNL June

1855.
3. $5 altered. Bust of Washington; female with basket of flowers at right; sailor at left. CTBNL Sept. 1858.

New Britain Bank
1. $5 raised from $1. Blacksmith working at bench; large 5 at right. CTBNL Jan. 1865.

New Haven County Bank
1. $3 photographed. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
2. $5 photographed. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
3. $3. Harvest scene with 3 each side; THREE and woman at right; 3, woman with sheaf of wheat, THREE at

left. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
4. $5. Eagle, ships, steamboats &c; 5, female portrait at right; 5, man at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson

1863.
New London Bank

1. $1 altered. Train of cars; 1 and girl at right; ONE, horse and cart at left. CTBNL Apr. 1860.
2. $10 altered. Indian, squaw &c; 10 and female seated at right; 10 and bust of female at left. CTBNL Apr.

1860.
Norfolk Bank, Norfolk

1. $3. Horses, pilgrims trading with natives; female and large 3 near center. CTBNL Apr. 1862.
Norwich Bank

1. $10. Boar's head, X each side; coat of arms at right. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $20 altered from genuine $1. ". . .are in circulation in the Sate of Iowa. The true one dollar bills have, for a

vignette a female figure resting upon the plow and other agricultural implements, bearing in her uplifted
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right hand some stalks of wheat, while her left grasps a sickle and supports a sheaf. On either side of the
vignette is the figure 1. The true twenty dollar bills have, as a centre vignette a female figure scattering coins
from an open bag. In the background on her right is a ship and on her left, the figures 20 engraved in a rock.
On each side of the vignette, between it and the ends, appear the figures 20. At the left end of the bill the
word CONNECTICUT occupies the middle, while the characters XX appear at the top and bottom. At the
right end, the figures 20 are twice repeated. At the bottom separating the signatures of the cashier and
President is a steamboat. The altered bills are very skillfully and successfully executed, and consequently,
well calculated to deceive." CTBNL June 1855.

3. $1. Shield, arrows, female &c; reapers at right; female at left. CTBNL Dec. 1862.
Ocean Bank, Stonington

1. $2. Steamboat; sailor and flat at left. Poor imitation of genuine. CTBNL Aug. 1856.
2. $5. Men in forest cutting wood; 5 and men gathering corn at right; men shearing sheep at left. CTBNL Dec.

1861.
Paweatuck Bank

1. $50. Angel in clouds; female each side below. CTBNL May 1865.
2. $2. Mechanics, shipyard, 2; 2, two squaws at right; 2 at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

Pequonnock Bank, Bridgeport
1. $2 photographed. CTBNL Aug. 1860.
2. $1 altered. Female each side of large figure 1; ONE, female, ONE at right; ONE, two men carrying a

female, ONE at left. CTBNL Apr. 1861.
Phoenix Bank, Hartford

1. $10. Locomotive and cars. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
2. $5. Three females; 5, V, 5 at right; 5, V, 5 at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

Quinebaug Bank, Norwich
1. $2. Female reclining; two females at right cupids at lower left. Very coarse. CTBNL Sept. 1858.

Quinnipiack Bank
1. $5 altered from genuine $1. Indians in canoe. CTBNL July 1856.

Rockville Bank
1. $3. Steamboat, locomotive, cars &c; female at right. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
2. $5 altered from $1. Female tending looms. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
3. $1. Poor imitation of genuine. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
4. $3. Female, sheaf of grain, cows &c. female at right. Unlike genuine. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
5. $5 altered. Drove of horses; girl at right. CTBNL Feb. 1859.

Saugatuck Bank
1. $2. Horseman pursuing cattle on prairie; Indian at lower right; female at lower left. Poorly done. CTBNL

Mar. 1854. (Below)
2. $5 altered from $1. Man and boy driving sheep; man sowing seed at right. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
3. $10. Man, horse, boy and sheep. CTBNL Jan. 1857.

Saugatuck Bank #1
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Saybrook Bank
1. $5. Female, wheat, agricultural implements &c; female at lower right; Harrison at lower left. Poor affair.

CTBNL July 1856.
2. $3. Female, bale, ship &c; 3 at right; THREE across right and left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

Shetucket Bank
1. $20 altered from $2. Farmers nooning; female bust lower right center; cattle, hay wagons &c. at left.

CTBNL Jan. 1857.
2. $5 altered from $1. Man, woman and child; sailor at right; bust of female at let. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
3. $10 altered rom $1. As above. CTBNL Jan. 1857.

Southport Bank
1. $10 altered from $2. Three men standing; Indian woman at right; ship at left. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $2 photograph. Three men; female and child at lower right; ship at lower left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
3. $2 raised. Three females; Martha Washington at right; Washington at left. CTBNL Sept. 1858.
4. $1 imitation. Three females around shield surmounted by eagle. Red ends. CTBNL Dec. 1861.
5. $3 imitation. Train of cars; 3, two farmers with rakes at right; THREE, male and female Indians on rock

overlooking river and village, THREE at left. CTBNL Feb. 1865.
Stafford Bank

1. $10 raised from $2. Two females, girl, two cows, milk pail, ship, house &c; female with scales, eagle at lower
right; head of Washington at lower left. CTBNL Sept. 1858.

Stamford Bank
1. $10. Train of cars; female, sword, steamboat at right end. Unlike genuine. CTBNL mar. 1854.
2. $5 altered from genuine $1. View of Stamford Bank; goddess of Liberty at left. CTBNL June 1855.
3. $10 altered from broken bank affair. Eagle; woman and Indian at right. CTBNL July 1856.
4. $3. River, boat, cars, bridge, portrait each side; 3, female, THREE at right; THREE, Washington, THREE

at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863. (Below)

Stamford Bank #4

State Bank, Hartford
1. $5. Arms, female on right, flags; 5, females, tools &c, FIVE at right; 5, sailor, goods, FIVE at left; Similar to

genuine. Thompson 1863.
2. $100. Eagles on shield; 100, man, cornucopia, 100 at right; 100, female, anvil, 100 at left. Similar to genuine.

Thompson 1863.
Thames Bank

1. $5 altered from $1. Cattle &c; man and horse at lower right; FIVE in red letters on bottom; CTBNL Mar.
1854.

2. $5 altered from $1. Cattle &c; man and horse at lower right; FIVE in red letters on bottom; CTBNL June
1855.

3. $5. Five cupids encircled in figure 5; 5, female, FIVE at right; FIVE, Male, 5 at left. CTBNL Sept. 1858.
4. $2 altered. Man and woman standing by well; female supporting 2 at right; two silver dollars at left. CTBNL

Feb. 1859.
5. $5. Four men loading hay on wagon with two oxen at right; men with cattle in a stream at left. CTBNL Apr.

1862.
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Thompson Bank, Thompson
1. $3. Large 3, oval female portrait each side; 3, blacksmith seated at right; 3, Washington on horseback at left;

Some of these bills have a portrait of Franklin on the right end, and a portrait of Washington on left end.
CTBNL Feb. 1865.

Tolland County Bank, Tolland
1. $100 imitation. Spread eagle on branch of tree, aqueduct and cars; 100, Vulcan seated at right. CTBNL

Dec. 1862.
2. $10. Two females, factories; 10, girl at right; 10 female at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson 1863.

Tradesmen's Bank, New Haven
1. $5. Female, barrel, urn, ships; female and agricultural scene at right; portrait at left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
2. $1 altered. Battle scene; house at right; female portrait at left. CTBNL Dec. 1857, CTBNL Feb. 1858.

Uncas Bank, Norwich
1. $5 altered from $1. Two figures working a press; female, sheaf of grain at right; blacksmith at left. CTBNL

Aug. 1856.
2. $10 altered from $1. As above. CTBNL July 1856.

Union Bank, New London
1. $5. Five male busts with 5; steamboat at right; anchor and shield at left; blue tint. CTBNL Feb. 1859.
2. $10 altered. Men, horse, dogs, X and child, bust at right; X, sportsman with gun and dogs at left. CTBNL

Feb. 1859.
Waterbury Bank

1. $10 altered from $1. Two females; two females at right; two females at left. Unlike genuine. CTBNL Mar.
1854.

2. $10. Steamship, ships &c; Washington at right. CTBNL July 1856.
3. $1. Indian hunting deer; 1, portrait at right; men picking cotton at left; ONE across left end. CTBNL Sept.

1861
4. $10. Well executed. CTBNL Dec. 1861.
5. $10. Female seated with key; 10, goddess of Liberty at right; 10, female and scales at left; dog's head between

signatures. "Refuse all $10s." CTBNL Dec. 1861.
6. $10. Female in 10, bridge, cars &c; 10, female at right; 10, female at left. Similar to genuine. Thompson

1863.
Whaling Bank, New London

1. $2 altered. Steamship, Indian girl at right. CTBNL Jan. 1861.
Windham Bank

1. $20 altered from $1. Harvest scene; frogs at right; female with a shield at left. CTBNL June 1855.
2. $10 altered from smaller note. Two cows, female at right;mechanic at left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
3. $5 altered from $1. Three men and one woman in a field; two frogs at right. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
4. $5 altered from $1. Similar to above. CTBNL Jan. 1857.
5. $20 altered form small note. Farmer, sailor and mechanic; girl with a bundle of faggots (sticks) at left.

CTBNL Jan. 1857.
6. $10 altered from small note. Two cows; female at right; mechanic at left. CTBNL Jan. 1857.

Winsted Bank
1. $1. Train of cars; 1, bust of man, ONE at right; 1, bust of man, ONE at left. CTBNL Aug. 1860.

Wooster Bank, Danbury
1. $5 altered. Capitol at Washington; 5 and female at right; 4, state arms, FIVE at left. CTBNL Apr. 1860.

Bryn Korn
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Robert Neale
Frank Clark

SPMC
(sponsors of at least 2

Andrew Korn
Allen Mincho
Paul Burns
Bob Cochran

6000 Honorees
new members since March

Fred Reed
Wendell Wolka
Ron Horstman
Rob Kravitz

1, 2004)

Jack Levi
Judith Murphy
Arri Jacob
Mark Anderson
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